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Abstract. Existing approaches to calculate trust between agents rely on the strength
of their relationships based on their degrees of friendship, the frequencies of their
interactions, the sentiments extracted from their interactions, and so on. These
approaches rely heavily on numerical measures and disregard the deep structure
underlying trust. By contrast, we establish the idea of trust among agents based
on their normative relationships (norms in short). Norms provide the standard of
correctness of the interactions between agents and provide a basis for accountability for their actions. We focus on commitments to capture relationships between agents. Based on commitments, we provide a framework using which we
can calculate trust probabilistically between agents. We evaluate our approach in
two parts. First, we specified interactions between agents and asked subjects to
estimate the level of trust between each pair of agents. Second, we selected over
5,000 email sentences from the well-known Enron dataset and asked subjects to
estimate the level of trust between each pair of participants. We learned subjects’
trust parameters from their estimation. We recalculated the trust values between
participants in datasets using these parameters. We found that the mean absolute error (MAE) between trust values calculated from learned parameters and
estimates provided by subjects is minimum when compared against trust values
calculated using any fixed parameter.

1

Introduction

Trust is important in sociotechnical systems where agents enact different roles and
interact with each other. An important research problem is how to build trustworthy
sociotechnical systems. Existing approaches to build such systems rely on hardcoded
policies, adopt a centralized perspective, and do not provide standards to measure the
correctness of behavior in such systems. Also, existing methods for calculating trust are
based on numerical measures such as number of transitions or connections, relationship strength, and so on [1, 11, 17]. Some approaches provide complex formalizations
to capture trust, but are difficult extracting the formal models or patterns from realworld datasets for prediction and analysis [4, 10]. By contrast, we emphasize the normative relationships captured between agents from their interactions with one another
in a sociotechnical system. We leverage these normative relationships and determine
trust values between agents based on the progression of these relationships. Singh [16]
?
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defines five types of norms: commitments, prohibition, authorization, power, and sanction which characterize a sociotechincal system. Here, we consider we consider only
commitments.
Singh [14] introduces a commitment as a conditional business relationship directed
from a debtor (an agent) to a creditor (an agent). A commitment is formalized as
C(debtor, creditor, antecedent, consequent). Here, the debtor commits to bringing about
the consequent for the creditor provided the antecedent holds. When a debtor offers a
commitment to a creditor, the commitment is created and becomes active. When the
antecedent is brought about, the commitment is detached or becomes unconditional.
When the consequent holds, the commitment is satisfied. For a detached commitment if
the consequent does not hold before the consequent timeout the commitment is violated.
Consider C(buyer, seller, goods, pay), where the buyer commits to paying a specified
amount provided the seller delivers the goods. When the seller delivers, the commitment is detached. When the buyer pays, the commitment is discharged or satisfied. If
the seller delivers but the buyer does not pay, the commitment is violated.
The above example provides a basis for correlating commitments with trust. The
trust between the buyer and the seller is affected when the commitment transits from
one state to another. If the seller detaches the commitment, the trust of the buyer for the
seller may increase but not necessarily as the seller brings a positive outcome by delivering the goods. When the commitment discharges, the trust of the seller for the buyer
increases as the buyer meets the expectation of the seller by paying for the delivered
goods. If the buyer somehow violates the commitment then the trust of the seller for the
buyer decreases as the violation of the commitment leads to a negative outcome. We
map transactions between agents to different commitment operations: create, detach,
discharge, violate, cancel, release, assign, and delegate so as to calculate trust between
them. We discuss these operations in detail in Section 2.
We emphasize commitments to calculate trust because commitments capture important business relationships between agents and provide a logical basis to verify whether
their expectations are met or not. The success or failure of a task directly affects the
trust values of agents. For example, if a customer requests a quote from a merchant
without any prior commitment from the merchant to provide it then decreasing the trust
value placed by the customer for the merchant will be incorrect if the merchant does
not provide a quote. However, if there had been a prior commitment from the merchant
to the customer that whenever the customer asks for a quote the merchant will provide
it then the merchant’s not providing the quote would affect the trust of the customer for
the merchant.
Existing approaches [5, 15] for finding trust on the basis of commitments are based
on logic. We focus on calculating trust as a probabilistic measurement based on collected evidence. Here, the evidence depends on how the normative relationships between agents progress. We focus on a probabilistic approach so that we can provide a
practical framework for agents to interact based on their trust for other agents. To calculate trust, we use Wang and Singh’s trust model [19]. In this model, trust is represented
as binary evidence hr, si where r ≥ 0 and s ≥ 0. Here, r ≥ 0 represents the number of
positive experiences a truster has with a trustee and s ≥ 0 represents number of negative
experiences a truster has with a trustee. Both r and s are real numbers. Wang and Singh

r
calculate the expected value of the probability of a positive outcome as α = r+s
, defining α = 0.5 when r+s=0. Consider an example where a buyer makes 10 transactions
with a seller. If out of the 10 transactions 8 succeed and 2 fail, then the trust value of
the seller for the buyer is 0.8 However, if out of the 10 transactions seven fail and three
succeed, then the trust value of the seller for the buyer is 0.3. If five succeed and five
fail then the trust value of the seller for the buyer remains unaffected and remains 0.5.
Wang and Singh motivate certainty as a function of r and s. The certainty decreases
with an increase in the number of conflicts provided the number of transactions is fixed.
The main contribution of this paper is to provide a framework to derive trust values
between agents when they interact to create and progress their commitments toward
each other. Our framework shows how agents can enable agents to learn their trust
values for other agents and guide them to make trustworthy decisions. We use Cx,y
to denote a commitment from x (debtor) to y (creditor) and Ta,b to denote the trust
of a (truster) for b (trustee). The idea behind using these notations is to highlight the
directionality of commitments and trust between the agents.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides the model for deriving trust
values between agents. Section 3 provides evaluation and results. Section 4 provides
conclusion and Section 5 discusses related work.

2

Commitment and Trust

We use commitment operations as a basis for agents to update their trust values for each
other. Figure 1 represents these operations as part of the commitment lifecycle. A commitment is created when a debtor voluntarily offers to do a task or when he is directed
to do a task; detached if a condition or an antecedent present for a commitment holds
true; discharged when a debtor executes a committed task. Additionally, a commitment
can be delegated, assigned, canceled, and released. A commitment is delegated when
the debtor of a commitment is replaced by a new debtor and assigned when the creditor
of a commitment is replaced by a new creditor. The commitment can be canceled by
the debtor and released by the creditor.
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Fig. 1. The life cycle of a commitment [18].

We update the trust hr, si of a trustor in a trustee for an interaction as given in the
following equations.
rnew ← ir + (1 − β)rold
(1)
snew ← is + (1 − β)sold

(2)

In the above equations, rold and sold represent the initial trust between agents; β represents a temporal discount factor; ir and is represent the trust update values where
rnew and snew represent the resulting evidence values when the trust is updated. When
a positive event happens, trust is updated by ir . When a negative event happens, trust
is updated by is . Once we determine rold and sold , we find α, a function of rold and
sold , where α(rold ,sold )= roldrold
+sold and certainty c(rold , sold ). Finally the trust value
we get is αc(rold , sold ). In the following paragraphs, we explain how trust values are
updated among agents based on their commitments. For convenience, we represent the
trust from a trustor A towards trustee B as TA,B = hrA,B , sA,B i.
Create, detach, discharge, cancel, and release Consider Figure 2(a), which represents the states for commitment C1 = C(Buyer, Seller, deliver, pay). When Buyer (B)
commits Seller (S) to paying if S delivers, C1 goes from the null state (N) to the conditional state (C). At this moment, there is no change to the trust values of B for S (TB,S )
and S for B (TS,B ). When S delivers, C1 goes to the detached state (D) and TB,S increases. If S does not deliver then C1 expires and TB,S decreases. When B pays, C1 is
discharged (S) and TS,B increases. If B does not pay or cancels C1 , C1 is violated and
TS,B decreases. However, if B cancels C1 without the C1 being detached, then C1 is
terminated and TS,B remains the same. Now, suppose S releases the commitment. Then
TB,S is not affected.
Delegation and discharge Figure 2(b) shows how the trust values between B, S,
and Buyer’ (B’) are affected when B delegates commitment C1 to B’. When B delegates
C1 in the conditional state to B’ and S detaches it, then trust values of B and B’ for S
increase. Now, if B’ discharges the commitment, then the trust values of S for both B
and B’ increase as well as the trust value of B for B’ increases. When B delegates C1 in
the detached state to B’ the trust values between B, B’, and S remain unaffected until
B’ discharges it.
Delegation and cancel Figure 2(c) shows how trust values are updated when B
delegates C1 to B’ and B’ cancels it. When B delegates C1 to B’ without detaching it
and S detaches it, then the trust values of B and B’ for S increase. Now, when B’ cancels
the detached commitment, the trust values of S for B and B’ decrease as well as the trust
values of B for B’ decreases. If B cancels the conditional commitment, then the trust
values between B, B’, and S remains the same. When B’ violates the commitment by
canceling it in the detached state, B remains committed to S.
Delegation and release If B delegates C1 to B’ and S releases the commitment
either before or after detaching the commitment, the trust values between B, B’, and S
remains unaffected.
Delegation and violation Here, B delegates C1 to B’. However, B’ never discharges
the commitment, thereby violating it. Therefore, the trust values of S for B and B’
decrease as well as the trust value of B decreases for B’.
Assignment and discharge When S assigns C1 before detaching it to S’ and S’
detaches C1 , then the trust values of S and B for S’ increase as well as the trust value of
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Fig. 2. Different paths of a commitment progression and trust updates along these paths. Tx,y ↑
and Tx,y ↓ respectively indicates that the trust from x to y increases and decreases.

B for S. If S’ does not detach C1 , the trust values of S and B for S’ decrease. When B
discharges C1 , the trust values of S and S’ for B increase.
Assignment and cancel When S assigns the detached commitment C1 to S’ and
B cancels it, then the trust values of S and S’ for B decrease. If S assigns C1 without
detaching it to S’ and B cancels it even before S’ detaches it then the trust values among
S, S’ and B remain unaffected. However, if S’ detaches it and then B cancels it, then the
trust values of S and S’ for B decrease.
Assignment and release When S assigns C1 to S’ and S’ releases it, then the trust
values between S, S’, and B remain unaffected.
Assignment and violation When S assigns C1 to S’ and B violates it by not executing the consequent or causing consequent timeout to occur, the trust values of S and
S’ for B decrease.

3

Evaluation

We evaluated our approach using the process flow as shown in Figure 3.
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Fig. 3. Process for evaluation.

(Step 1) We build a dataset consisting of agent interactions and trust values for
agents assigned by subjects (S1, S2, S3, . . .) based on the agent interactions.
(Step 2) We identify commitment operations from each of the interactions using our
support vector machine (SVM) classifier and a training model [8].
(Step 3) We divide the dataset into the training and test datasets. We collate each
subject’s assigned trust values with the identified commitment operations to learn trust
update values ir and is and discount factor β for each subject individually. We do so
by performing regression analysis [] on the training data using commitment operations
and trust values provided by each subject.
(Step 4) Once we learn ir , is , and β for the subject, we predict trust values as
estimated by the subjects for agents in the test data using commitment operations and
Equations 1 and 2.
(Step 5) We correlate predicted trust values from the equations and the subject’s
labeled trust values from the test data.
We repeat the process for all subjects and present our results.
3.1

Learning Subjects’ Trust Parameters

Trust is subjective and its assessment varies across people. For example, some subjects
may reward or penalize agents more than others when a commitment is respectively

discharged or canceled. Therefore, we learn trust parameters (ir , is , rnew , rold , β) for
each subject from the trust values assigned by that subject. For our evaluation, we ignore
β to keep the experiment simple and easy to analyze. Thus, Equations 1 and 2 reduce
to rold ← ir + rnew and sold ← is + snew respectively. From these two equations, we
derive Equation 3 where αˆk represents trust values predicted for the kth directed pair of
interacting parties using the learned parameters and POSk , NEGk , and NEUk represent
number of positive, negative, and neutral interactions, respectively.
αˆk =

rnew + POSk ir + 0.5 · NEUk ir
rnew + snew + POSk ir + NEGk is + 0.5 · (NEUk ir + NEUk is )

(3)

Now to learn the parameters for each subject, we define our objective function as
Ω=

n
X

|αˆk − αk |

(4)

k=1

where αk represents actual trust values assigned by the subject to the left pair of interacting parties. Now the optimization problem is
E = argmin Ω

(5)

where we try to achieve a minimum mean absolute error (MAE) of αˆk with respect to
αk . By transforming this optimization problem into a nonlinear programming problem,
the solution can be found efficiently.
3.2

Evaluation 1: The Self-Created Dataset

We created a sample multiagent interaction inspired from a case study in the insurance
domain [2] that consists of seven agents and 90 messages. In the case study, an insurance
company AGFIL (AG) provides car insurance to a customer John Doe (JD) provided JD
pays the premium. AG provides his support to JD by outsourcing his key functionalities
such as handling and resolving JD’s claims to Europ Assist (EA, a call center) and Lee
Consulting Services (LCS, a claim inspector) respectively. When JD files a complaint,
EA handles it by sending JD’s car to a mechanic (M) and informs AG about it. AG
requests LCS to resolve JD’s claim. LCS requests M to provide a quote for JD’s car
repair. If LCS accepts the quote it asks M to repair the car. Once the car is repaired,
LCS asks AG to pay M for the estimation and the repair. AG pays M for the repair.
Also, AG pays EA and LCS for handling and resolving JD’s claim, respectively. LCS
asks JD to pick his car from M. In addition to these interactions that represent happy
paths, we add some exceptions such as LCS rejects M’s estimate and ask M2 to estimate
the car repair. Similarly, AG hires LCS2 when LCS denies to resolve JD’s car issue. In
the following sections, we provide our hypotheses and statistical results based on the
correlation of each subjects trust values and the trust values predicted using Equations 2
and 3. We gave this interaction to nine subjects (graduate students in computer science)
and asked them to intuitively label trust values between these seven agents after reading
all the messages based on their individual intuitions about trust. We provide a few of the
messages in Table 1. After reading the messages between two agents LCS and M, the
subjects are asked to come up with values from 0 to 1 for each TLCS,M and TM,LCS .

Table 1. Sample messages from the AGFIL case study.

S

R

Content

LCS

M

M
M
LCS
LCS

LCS
LCS
M
M

M
LCS

LCS
M

Can you please provide the estimate for the repairs? If I accept it, I will pay for
it.
Sure.
2500$. Have sent you the details to your email.
Thanks. Will verify and let you know.
The estimation is too high compared to the damages. Can you give me a lower
quote?
Can’t be lower.
Thanks but I have to reject your quote.

Hypotheses 1 [H1] An increase in the number of interactions between any two agents,
correlates with the number of commitments created and discharged resulting in an increase of trust values between agents. [H2] Trust values calculated using our approach
correlate better with trust values estimated by subjects than trust values calculated using
selected fixed approaches.
Results from Evaluation 1 [Verifying H1] To verify this hypothesis, we correlated
the number of interactions between any two agent and the sum of the number of commitments created and discharged between them. We obtained a medium correlation of
0.47. [Verifying H2] We collected trust values from nine subjects and learned their individual trust parameters using the objective function in Equation 4. To evaluate our
approach we compared the trust values predicted using learned parameters against trust
values calculated using fixed parameters for is , ir , rnew , rold as 10, 10, 1, 1 (Fixed 1),
12, 8, 1, 1 (Fixed 2), and 8, 12, 1, 1 (Fixed 3). We calculated the mean absolute error
between subject-assigned trust values and trust values calculated using learned parameters and fixed parameters. Figure 4(a) shows our results. The X-axis represents mean
absolute error and the Y-axis lists the different approaches. In the figure, we can see that
the median (0.2644) of the mean absolute error values using the learned parameter approach is lower than the median of the other approaches (0.3494, 0.3356, 0.3728). This
suggests that our approach of calculating trust values using learned parameters strongly
correlates better with subject’s assigned trust values than the selected fixed approaches.

3.3

Evaluation 2: The Enron Dataset

We evaluate our approach using the Enron email corpus [6, 9]. From this corpus, we
collected 5,487 email sentences that were exchanged between Kimberly Watson, an
employee of Enron, and more than 30 people, including her coworkers at Enron, clients,
friends, and family members. In this evaluation, we correlate agent’s sentiments with
commitment operations and trust values. Therefore, we requested subjects to identify

Fixed 3
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Learned
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0.3
0.4
0.5 0
Mean absolute error (self-created)

0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
Mean absloute error (Enron)

0.5

Fig. 4. Results from the self-created and Enron datasets comparing different approaches to predict
trust values.

the sentiments expressed in each email (positive, negative, or neutral) along with trust
values for agents after all emails. We consider sentiments for our evaluation as they
reflect the outcome of agent actions. Suppose a debtor discharges its commitment for a
creditor. Then, the creditor may display its positive sentiment by praising the debtor for
the successful outcome. Therefore, in the similar direction, trust values may correlate
with sentiments. In the above example, the creditor develops positive trust as well as
positive sentiment for the debtor. In the following sections, we provide our hypotheses
and statistical results.
Hypotheses 2 [H3] The number of commitments created and discharged increases with
an increase in the number of interactions between Kimberly and her coworkers thereby
increasing trust between them. [H4] Trust values calculated using our approach strongly
correlate with trust values contributed by subjects. [H5] There is a strong correlation
between positive sentiments and trust labeled by subjects for each agent.
3.4

Results from Evaluation 2

[Verifying H3] We correlated the number of commitments created and discharged between Kimberly and her coworkers with the number of interactions between them to
find a high correlation of 0.86. [Verifying H4] Similar to our previous evaluation, this
time, we asked six external subjects to assign trust values of Kimberly for her coworkers as well as her coworkers for Kimberly. Based on the approach, in Figure 3,
we extracted commitments operations between Kimberly and her coworkers. Then we
tried to learned trust parameters for each subject based on his or her assigned trust values. Figure 4(b) shows our results. In the figure, we can see that the median of the mean
absolute error using the learned parameter approach (0.1044) is lower than for the fixed
approaches (0.1589, 0.1456, 0.1911). [Verifying H5] To verify the hypothesis we asked
the above six external subjects to label sentiments (positive, negative, neutral) for each

email and assign trust values to agent pairs (Tdebtor,creditor ). Then, we correlated positive sentiments labeled by subjects with trust values assigned by subjects. Overall, we
obtained a correlation (0.1078, 0.5853, 0.2644, 0.6933, 0.3124, 0.5498) between trust
values and positive sentiments as labeled by subjects. The result is a medium correlation
value because in Enron most of the emails convey neutral sentiments.
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Fig. 5. Correlation between trust and positive emotion.

4

Conclusion

Existing works to calculate trust between agents are based on numerical measures such
as attributes, behavior, and relationships. In contrast, we provide a novel approach in
which the progression of normative relationships between participants provides means
to measure trust values. Using our approach we show strong correlation between the
human intuition of trust values and predicted trust values for different datasets. Our approach yields a medium correlation between positive sentiments and trust values labeled
by subjects.
Currently, our work is limited to predicting trust updates without using a discount
factor and certainty. In the future we plan to address these limitations by learning both
these parameters and correlate the trust values calculated using these parameters with
the actual trust values assigned by subjects. In the next section, we discuss some relevant
existing works.

5

Discussion

Burnett and Oren [3] examine the effects of delegation using a probabilistic trust model [7]
and propose a model of weighting trust updates based on shared responsibility. They
evaluate their model using different weighting strategies such as All-First/Last Weighting, Increasing/Decreasing Weighting, Full Weighting, and so on. In Burnett and Oren’s
work, delegation refers to passing the responsibility of performing a task from one agent
to another whereas in our work delegation refers to delegating a commitment from one
debtor to another. We restrict our trust update to delegation chains of length three agents
(the debtor, the new debtor and the creditor). This means if the new debtor delegates
the commitment to another debtor (debtor’), then trust between the debtor and the new
debtor remains unaffected. In Burnett and Oren’s work there is no restriction to the
delegation chain length. However, finding longer chains in a text corpus is rare.
Adalı et al. [1] present behavioral features that capture relationship between people
without emphasizing the textual content exchanged between them. The features they
present are reciprocity, assortativity, attention, and latency. Adalı et al. also introduce
a methodology for determining such features. They evaluate their approach using data
from Twitter. Unlike Adalı et al. approach, we emphasize commitment created and
discharged between people based on the text content exchanged between them. We
leverage commitments to find trust values among these people.
Scissors et al. [13] performed an empirical evaluation with 62 pairs of male and
female students and found that content (positive emotion words, task-related words),
structure (verb tense, phrasal entrainment), and stylistic (emoticons) reflect high trusting pairs while content such as negative emotions reflect low trusting pairs. Similar to
their work, we correlate commitments and trust with positive sentiments. Our results
show that a correlation exists between positive sentiments and trust values labeled by
subjects.
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